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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a Lie group G and a closed subgroup H c G let D( G/H) denote the 
algebra of differential operators D on the manifold G/H which are invariant 
under the action of G. In this note we determine this algebra in the case 
when G is the group M(n) of rigid motions of the Euclidean space R” and 
H is the subgroup of M(n) leaving a certain p-dimensional plane in R” 
invariant. Here 0 6 p 6 II - 1 and 
is the space C(p, n) of p-planes in R”. For p = 0 we have G/H = R” and 
D(G/H) consists of the polynomials in the Laplacian. For p = n - 1, G/H is 
the space of hyperplanes (s, cc)) = I’ (o a fixed unit. vector and r E R) and 
D(G/H) is generated by the operator 0: &w, Y) -+ d’#(o, r)/&. This is 
proved in [4, pp. 173-1751; however, as kindly pointed out to us by 
R. Sulanke, the general description of D(G/H) in [4, Lemma 7.l(ii)] and 
[S, Part (ii) of Exercise C.2, p. 3371 is only valid for the above cases p = 0 
and p = n - 1. For the case p = 1, II = 3, where G/H consists of all lines in 
R3, F. Richter has found that D(G/H) has two generators of orders 2 and 4, 
respectively. 
In this note we deal with the case of arbitary p and n and show that 
D(G/H) is an algebra with min(p + 1, n - p) algebraically independent 
generators which have orders 2,4, 6,.... We also compare this with the sim- 
pler description of the algebra D( O(tz)/O( p ) x O(n - p) ) of invariant dif- 
ferential operators on the manifold G,,, of p-dimensional subspaces of R”. 
We thank Professor R. Sulanke for pointing out the gap indicated above 
and for other informative remarks. 
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2. THE LINEAR ISOTROPY GROUP 
The group G = M(n) is isomorphic to the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix group 
:kEO(n), VeR” (2.1) 
and it acts on R” by 
(#f)( ;)=(“’ ;+ “), YER”. 
The Lie algebra g of G is given by the set of matrices 
TE o(n), ZE R”, 
o(n) being the Lie algebra of O(n) and the adjoint representation Ad, = Ad 
satisfies 
A,(; ( ‘o($- / t)=(w). (2.2) 
The subgroup H of G leaving invariant the p-plane spanned by the p first 
coordinate axes is given by H= M(p) x O(n - p) and consists of the 
matrices 
:a~O(p),b~O(n-p), VeRP. (2.3) 
Let h denote the Lie algebra of H and m c g the subspace of matrices 
Y any p x (n - p) matrix, 
S= : ‘Y its transpose, (2.4) 
WE R”-“. 
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Then g = h + m (direct sum) and 
Ad(h) S= (() (2.5) 
so m is Ad,(H)-invariant. If J is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) diagonal matrix with 
diagonal elements (d ,,..., tip, d,, ,,..., d,. I), d,=l (l<i<p), di= -1 
(p + 1 < i 6 n), H is the subgroup of fixed points of the involution g + JgJ 
of G. Thus G/H is a symmetric space and consequently ( [6], [S], [ 11) 
D(G/H) is a commutative algebra. 
As usual let E,, denote the matrix (E,,)~ S r., <,I + , with E,,, = G,ifis, and put 
Xo=Eip+,-Ep+,i (16i<p, 1 djdn-p), (2.6) 
Uk=Ep+kJltI (1 <k<n-p). (2.7) 
These vectors form a basis of tn. 
3. THE ALGEBRA D(G/H) 
Let I(m) denote the algebra of Ad,(H)-invariant elements in the sym- 
metric algebra S(m) (consisting of all polynomials in {X,,, U,} with com- 
plex coefficients). As proved in [3] there is a canonical linear bijection 
P-D, (3.1 
of Z(m) onto D(G/H). We recall that if (Z,) is any basis of m then 
Ppflf)(gW = {P($,-., &) rifi ev (x t,z.> H)],,,-,,- (3.2 
Because of Lemma 4.2 we know that if P, ,..., P, are algebraically indepen- 
dent generators of Z(m) then Dp,,..., D,, are algebraically independent 
generators of D(G/H). Our problem is therefore to describe explicitly a set 
of algebraically independent generators of Z(m). 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider the (p + 1) x (n - p)-matrix with vector entries 
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For 1~ k 6 min(p + 1, n - p) let Qk E S(m) be the sum of the squares of the 
k x k-minors of A having vectors Vi in the first row: 
Then the polynomials Qk are algebraically independent generators of Z(m). 
Remarks. (i) Q, = UT + . . . + UzP p so D,, is the Laplacian 0 on the 
fibers of the vector bundle G(p, n) over G,., = O(n)/U(p) x O(n -p) 
defined in [4]. 
(ii) If pSq+ 1 = n then for the two dual homogeneous spaces, 
G(p, n) and G(q, n) ([4, Sect. 81, [2]), the algebras of invariant differential 
operators have the same number of generators. 
(iii) The number min(p + 1, n - p) is also suggested in [9] as the 
natural one to expect from another point of view.’ 
For the proof of this theorem we view S(m) as the algebra of polynomial 
functions on the dual space m* whereby Z(m) is identified with the algebra 
Z,(m*) of polynomial functions on m* invariant under the coisotropy 
action of Z-Z on m*. Thus our task is to determine Z,(m*). 
We start with a general remark about the vector space M,,, of real m x n 
matrices. Let E, (1 < i 6 m, 1 < j d n) be the canonical basis of M,,n and 
{Ed} the dual basis of Mz,, (the entry functions) such that .zV(Ekl) = 6,6,. 
For A E M,,,, BE M,,, consider the linear transformation cp: X + AXB 
of Mm,, into itself. It is then easy to verify that the transpose map 
*q: M$,, -+ Mz,, satisfies 
so that 
‘q:(;;,;;_) +A(::‘,;;;:::;njB. (3.3) 
Coming back to our particular situation we write h4p + l,n ~ p as the set of 
matrices 
(;,=( ~:,:::::~~:p). 
Xpl ,..., Xpn - p 
’ Note added in proof: We understand from Prof. R. Sulanke that another method for deter- 
mining D(G/H) has been found by F. Richter. 
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We consider the bijection of M, + l,nP p onto m* given by J(y) = ,IL,,L., 
where, with S as in (2.4), 
lU,,(S)=Tr[(‘$(WI’Y)]= UW+Tr(X’Y). 
Let h be as in (2.3) so the map h-+hP1 is (a, h, V)-+ (a-‘, bF’, -c’V). 
The co-isotropy representation of H on m* is given by 
(Ad*(h) b,,)(S) = &,,(Ad(h-‘1 S) (3.4) 
and by (2.5) this last expression equals 
Ub-’ W- Ub-’ ‘YV+ Tr(Xb&’ ‘Yu). (3.5) 
Next we claim that on M,, L-n p 
Ad*(h)L J= Jo&, 
where l: A4p+,,n--p-+Mp+ ,,“- p is the map 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
ZP denoting the p x p identity matrix. In fact, the right-hand side of (3.7) 
equals 
u 
(ii 
UbF’ 
y= aXb6’ - VUbF’ 1 
and 
A LI’..Y (S)=Ub ‘W+Tr[(aXb-‘-VUb-‘)‘Y], 
which is readily seen to coincide with (3.5). Thus by (3.8) we can (via J) 
regard Z(m) = Z,(m*) as the algebra of polynomial functions on M,, ,,nP p 
invariant under 
(i) left multiplication by (A f), a E O(p); 
(ii) left multiplication by ( t. [), VE R”; 
(iii) right multiplication by b E O(n - p). 
Next observe that under the transpose ‘J: m --t M,*+ l,n _ p we have ‘J(X,) = 
ti,, *J(uk)=~~k, where ti,, ,u~ are the entry functions 
U 
=x,j’ pk x =“k 
0 
Because of (3.6) and (3.4) we have 
‘JoAd(h~ ‘)=‘&‘J on nr. (3.8) 
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and by (3.3) the transpose % is given by 
with 
a matrix with entries in Mp*+ I,n _ p. Let Qk(p, 4) be the polynomial function 
on Mp+l,n-py obtained by replacing in Qk the Uk by pk and the X, by r,. 
Since (ii) is an elementary row transformation it is clear that Q&, l) is 
invariant under h _ “,,, ,,“- . To see that Q&, 5) is also invariant under 
h O,n.6-~ we use Lemma 5.1. In fact, Q& <)= P,(p, <)- Pk(<), where 
P& c) (respectively P,J<)) is the sum of the squares of the k x k minors of 
(‘;) (respectively 5). Both of these are by Lemma 4.1 invariant under hO.rr.b-l 
so we conclude that Q,&, 5) is invariant under all ‘h” (h E H). However, 
Q& 5) is just the function QkoJ so (3.6) shows that Qk does indeed 
belong to Z(m). 
Next let (m*)’ be the subset of m* = M, + l,n _ p consisting of the matrices 
(y)forwhich IU12=u:+ ... + ~2 _ p # 0. Then let m,* c m* be the subspace 
of matrices 
, ~,~RXE~,,,-,-,. 
Applying the transformations (iii) and (ii) above we see that the Ad*(H)- 
orbit of each point in (m*)’ intersects m$. Consider now the subgroup 
H,c H of elements h in (2.3) with V=O, UE O(p) and b of the form 
b= b,EO(n-p-l). 
Then the action of Ad*(H,) on rn$ is given by 
aEO(p),blEO(n-p-1). (3.9) 
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Let Z&m,*) denote the corresponding algebra of Ad*(H,)-invariant 
polynomial functions on m z. The restriction mapping Q + Q = Q [ rn$ then 
maps ZH(m*) into Z&m,*). Since Ad*(H)m,* contains (m*)’ which is 
dense in m* this map is injective. Because of Lemma 4.1 in the Appendix, 
Z&m,*) is generated by ~4: and the algebraically independent polynomials 
Pk(X) (1 <k 6 Z= min(p, n - p - 1)) where PJX) is the sum of the 
squares of the k x k minors in X. It follows that UT, ufP,,..., ufP, (which 
coincide with Q,, Q2 ,..., Q,, , ) are algebraically independent so by the 
injectivity of the map Q + Q the polynomials Q,,..., Q,, , are algebraically 
independent over C. 
It remains to prove that the algebra Z generated by the Q,,..., Q,, l 
equals Z,(m*). Suppose there exists a QE Z,(m*) not in I. Then & is a 
polynomial 
By the injectivity, 
Q=S(Ql,Q2/Q ,,..., Q,+,,Q~,=s”Q’,;“‘“‘. (3.10) 
I 
where S, is another polynomial. Since Q 4 Z, we have k > 1. By the 
algebraic independence of the Qi we may assume that the variable t, does 
not divide S, (tl ,..., t,, ,). Now write 
S,(t, ‘..., I,+ 1) = S’ltz,..., t/+ 1) + t, S”(f, ‘..., f/+ I). 
Then S’(Q2,..., Q,, ,) # 0. We shall now show that there exists a complex 
matrix co E M,C+ I,n .~ p such that 
Q,(L) = 0, S’(Qz(ioL Q,, ,(io)) #O (3.11 ) 
For this consider the complex matrices of the form 
(3.12) 
and put Z=(zo) (1 didp, 26jdn-p). Also for each 1 <k<l, let Q;(Z) 
denote the sum of the squares of the k x k minors of Z with entries from 
z,~,..., zp2 in the first column. Then it is easy to see (because of a pairwise 
cancellation of minors outside the first column of Z) that 
Q,Ci,=O, Qk(i)=QbL1(Z) (2<k<l+ 1). 
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Thus 
s’(Qdi)r..., Q,, I(i)) = S’(Q’,(ZL.... Q;(Z)). (3.13) 
However, the polynomial functions Q’, ,..., Q; were already seen to be 
algebraically independent over C so by (3.13) there exists a co of the form 
(3.12) such that (3.11) holds. This, however, contradicts identity (3.10). 
Thus Z= Z,(m*) and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. It is of some interest to compare this description of D(G(p, n)) 
with the simpler problem of determining the algebra 
D(G,,n) = D(O(nw(P) x O(n- PI) 
of invariant differential operators on the manifold Gp,,, of p-dimensional 
subspaces of K”. Here LJ = o(n), f~ = o(p) @ o(n - p) and m consists of the 
matrices 
0 x 
( i -‘Jr 0 
: xEMp,,~p. 
The adjoint action of H on m is given by 
AdG(;; J_‘ix ;)=(-b,;a-l “y’) 
ago, h~O(n--p). By Lemma4.1 we conclude: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. l(m) is generuted hi, the polynomials P, ,..., P, 
(I = min( p, n - p)), where P, is the sum of the squares of the k x k minors of 
the vector-valued matrix 
with X, as in (2.6). The algebra D(G,,,) is generated by D,,,..., D,, given 
by (3.2). 
4. APPENDIX 
The following lemma has been used in the proofs; while it presumably is 
known we could not find an explicit statement of it in the literature. For 
r = s, a related result is given in [7, Lemma II]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let r and s be positive integers and let J be the algebra oj 
polwwomial functions on M,, invariant under the action of O(r) x O(s) given 
by X + aXb I (a E O(r), BE O(s)). Then J is generated by the polynomiul3 
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P, (1 <k < min(r, s)), where Pk(X) is the sum of squares oj the k x k minors 
of X. Moreover, the Pk are algebraically independent over C. 
Proof: First we observe that P, E J. It suffices to verify this for a and b 
separately, say for a. With the standard bases (e,) of R”, (f;) of R’ we define 
the linear transformations 5: R” + R’, tl: R’ -+ R’ by the matrices A’= (A’,), 
a = (a,,): 
We also put [t/‘=Tr(X’X). With the standard orthonormal bases of 
spaces of k-vectors, 
fe,, A ... A e,} ofAk(R’), {J;, A ... ~j;,) ofA’ 
the linear transformation Akt: A’(R”) + Ah(R’) is represented by the k x k 
minors of X so 
PI;.(X)= lAAC12. (4.1 1 
Now 
x(ej = C k,,qf; = C X, 2 a,,,h = C (aX),.f; 
i I I / 
(4.2) 
so 
P,(aX) = IA”(cct)I’. 
On the other hand, if we use the orthonormal basis (T/;) to form a basis of 
Ak(R’), (4.2) shows that 
Ink(a = P,(X), 
so Pk E J as claimed. 
For the rest we may assume r d s. We then observe that each XE M,,, is 
conjugate under the O(r) x O(s)-action (in fact under the O(s)-action) to 
an element ( Y IO), where YE M,,, 0 = zero r x (s-r)-matrix. Let M:,, denote 
the set of nonsingular elements of M,, and ML,, the set of elements in M,,,V 
which are O(r) x O(s)-conjugate to an element in ML,,. Decomposing a 
YE M;,, into an orthogonal matrix times a symmetric matrix we see that 
each XE Mi,, is conjugate to an element of the set D of matrices 
d, 0 o...o 
0 " d, ()...() > ' 
die R. 
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Let Q E J and Q the restriction Q 1 D. Since IM:,~ is dense in M,,, Q -+ Q is 
injective. Also Q is invariant under the transformations di + E&~, 
(1 d i < r) of D, where Ed = f 1 and 0 is any permutation (the Weyl group 
of O(r)). Thus Q is a polynomial in the algebraically independent elemen- 
tary symmetric functions of n:,..., d?,. However, these functions are just the 
restrictions to D of the polynomials P,. By the injectivity mentioned, the 
P, are algebraically independent and Q is a polynomial in them. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let P ,,..., P, be algebraically independent generators of I(m) 
and Di = D,, (1 6 i < I) the elements of D(G/H) given by (3.1). Then 
D , ,..., D, are algebraical1.y independent generators qf D(G/H). 
Proof. We know from [3] that the Di are generators. It remains to 
prove that they are algebraically independent. Suppose not; let 
P = 1 a, ,_,.., n XT’ . . .x;/ 
be a nonzero polynomial such that P(D, ,..., DI) = 0. Let d, = degree(Pi) and 
let N=max(C din,), the maximum taken over the set of I-tuples (n,,..., n,) 
for which a n,,. ..n, # 0. We write the polynomial 
S = C a, ,,._.. .,p? p;’ 
as the sum S = Q + R, where 
Q = 1 a, ,,..., d'? . W 
Z&l, = N 
and degree (R) < N. Also Q # 0 by assumption. Consider now the operator 
c an ,,.... n, 
D;I...&!-D 
S? 
which by [3, Remark p. 2691 has order <N. This operator equals 
O-D, - D,, which by (3.2) has order N. This contradiction proves the 
lemma. 
Nofe udded in proof: Another proof of Lemma 4.1 was indicated to us by M. Ra’is. 
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